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Introducing 3M™ Attest™ Dual-reader technology with 24-minute BI results for steam and VH2O2

Get the upgrade that gives you more. By updating the software on your current 3M™ Attest™ Auto-reader models 490 or 490H, you’ll get the benefit of one reader that incubates steam and vaporized hydrogen peroxide at the same time.*
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Surgery centers have been forerunners of value-based care. As this care becomes the norm, many center leaders are looking at supply costs as a significant target, with clinical standardization — specifically surrounding physician preference items (PPIs) — seen as an even greater opportunity.

Read about how the materials manager at Physicians Surgical Care Center in Winter Park, Florida collaborates with their physicians regarding selection of PPIs. Learn how Matt employs compromise and transparent communication with physicians to manage PPIs in a way that balances clinical and financial goals.

For tips on how to work with your distributor to add efficiencies to your supply chain, check out our article “Managing physician preferences.” You will find advice from Medline distribution experts on ways to curb costs at your facility by expanding the volume of PPI purchased through distribution.

Similarly, Medline’s chief nursing officer shares insights on the best ways to engage physicians at your ASC and win their buy-in regarding PPI decisions that increase cost efficiencies. She advises taking an empathetic approach toward understanding the reasons behind their preferences.

Orthopedics is a specialty widely associated with PPIs. Did you know that more than 200 ASCs across the U.S. now perform total joint replacements (TJR)? Find out how more cases are moving out of hospitals and into ASCs and why this trend is growing.

As always, we encourage your continued feedback to make sure we are meeting all your needs. Please feel free to contact us at ASC@medline.com with your ideas, comments and suggestions.

Sincerely,

Zach Pocklington
Senior Vice President,
Ambulatory Surgery Center Division
Medline Industries, Inc.
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Performance measures for THKR certification

Late last year, the Joint Commission finalized performance measures for Total Hip and Total Knee Replacement (THKR) certification. As of Jan. 1, 2018, all THKR-certified programs and those seeking certification must collect and report monthly data for four standardized measures. These are:
- THKR-1: Regional Anesthesia
- THKR-2: Postoperative Ambulation on the Day of Surgery
- THKR-3: Discharged to Home
- THKR-4: Preoperative Functional/Health Status Assessment

The THKR measures apply to patients undergoing a total hip or a total knee replacement in the inpatient or outpatient setting. ASCs are required to report data to the Joint Commission via the Certification Measure Information Process (CMIP) on the Joint Commission Connect secure extranet site.1

Updated guidance for Clostridium difficile

The Infectious Diseases Society of America and the Society for Healthcare Epidemiology of America recently updated their 2010 clinical practice guideline on Clostridium difficile infection (CDI). The goal of the 2017 update is to improve diagnosis and management of Clostridium difficile, which is the leading cause of healthcare-associated infection in adults in the United States.

Published in Clinical Infectious Diseases in February, the updated guideline includes major changes in the management of CDI, discusses optimal diagnostic methods and calls for increased antibiotic stewardship to control CDI rates. It also incorporates new recommendations on epidemiologic surveillance, diagnosis and treatment of the infection in children.

To view the guideline recommendations, visit https://academic.oup.com/cid/article/66/7/e1/4855916.

MedPAC recommends mandatory ASC cost reporting

The Medicare Payment Advisory Commission (MedPAC) made two ASC-specific recommendations to Congress in its March 2018 report. These recommendations are:
- Keeping Medicare payment rates the same in 2019. According to MedPAC’s analysis, “the number of ASCs has increased, beneficiaries’ use of ASCs has been stable, and access to capital has been adequate.” Therefore, Congress should eliminate the 2019 update to Medicare payment rates for ASCs.
- Making cost reporting mandatory for ASCs. ASCs participating in the Medicare program should be required to submit information on total facility costs, Medicare unallowable costs (such as entertainment, promotion and bad debt), total Medicare payments and several other areas.

MedPAC also advised Congress to create two new quality assessment measures: (1) the number of Medicare beneficiaries discharged from ASCs who had a subsequent unplanned hospital visit, and (2) the rate of surgical site infections at ASCs. To view the full report, visit www.medpac.gov/docs/default-source/reports/mar18_medpac_ch5_sec.pdf?sfvrsn=0.

Outfit your facility for a fraction of the cost with dependable refurbished equipment from trusted brands.

» We partner with top refurbishing companies
» Most equipment is refurbished by biomedical engineers
» For every department—pre-op, post-op, OR, imaging & radiology and central sterile

» Patient Monitors
» Laparoscopy Equipment
» ECG/EKG Monitors
» Surgery Tables
» Anesthesia Machines & Monitors
» Surgical Lights
» C-ARM Imaging Systems
» Syringe Pumps
» Electrosurgical Units
» Stretchers

Let us shop for you. Contact your Medline Representative for more information.
SEPTEMBER 2018

ASCA NATIONAL ADVOCACY DAY
Sept. 4-5
Washington, D.C.
Build relationships with the policymakers making decisions that directly impact the ASC industry and its patients. Join fellow ASCA members for dinner and a training briefing on current ASC legislation, followed by a full day of congressional meetings on Capitol Hill. For more information, visit www.ascassociation.org.

TASCA FALL CONFERENCE & TRADE SHOW
Sept. 14-15
Park Vista DoubleTree
Gatlinburg, Tennessee
The Tennessee Ambulatory Surgery Center Association’s annual conference is a chance to network with ASC professionals, healthcare experts and exhibitors while learning about industry trends, regulations and strategies to help your ASC excel. For more information, visit www.tnasca.org.

OASCA ANNUAL CONFERENCE & TRADE SHOW
Sept. 12-13
Erb Memorial Union at
The University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon
Attend roundtable discussions and breakout sessions, and interact with vendors, at this annual event hosted by the Oregon Ambulatory Surgery Center Association. For more information, visit www.ascoregon.org.

OAASC ANNUAL MEETING
Sept. 19-20
Hilton Polaris
Columbus, Ohio
At this multidisciplinary conference, the Ohio Association of Ambulatory Surgery Centers helps Ohio’s ASC professionals stay updated on timely issues that are important to their centers and professions, from clinical research to quality improvement to materials management, and more. For more information, visit www.oaasc.net.

OCTOBER 2018

BECKER’S ASC 25TH ANNUAL MEETING: THE BUSINESS AND OPERATIONS OF ASCS
Oct. 18-20
Swissotel Chicago
Chicago, Illinois
Join ASC owners, surgeons and administrators as they discuss changing business and legal issues impacting outpatient surgery centers. You’ll come away with ideas to manage challenging clinical, business and financial issues and improve your ASC. For more information, visit www.beckersasc.com/conferences-and-events.html.

NOVEMBER 2018

CAS A INFECTION PREVENTION SEMINAR
Nov. 7-8
The Westin South Coast Plaza
Costa Mesa, California
California Ambulatory Surgery Association’s 11th annual seminar will provide you with useful tools from ASC experts, including a certificate of training in Infection Control and Prevention. To learn more, visit www.casurgery.org.

APRIL 2019

AORN GLOBAL SURGICAL CONFERENCE & EXPO
April 6-10
Music City Center
Nashville, Tennessee
Join the largest gathering of perioperative nurses in the world to learn about the latest surgical best practices, technologies and trends, and interact with more than 500 exhibits. For more information, visit www.aorn.org/surgicalexpo.

If you would like to have your event listed here, please send an email to ASC@medline.com.
Study Proven.

AIRSELECT™

DESIGNED FOR COMFORT + ENGINEERED FOR HEALING

Indicated for:
- Stable fracture of foot/ankle
- Severe ankle sprain
- Post-operative immobilization

Greater than 2x effectiveness in reducing swelling.1

Part# Description Sizing
SDJ01EPXS AirSelect Elite XS
SDJ01EPS AirSelect Elite S
SDJ01EPM AirSelect Elite M
SDJ01EPL AirSelect Elite L
SDJ01EPXL AirSelect Elite XL
SDJ01EFS AirSelect Standard XS
SDJ01EFM AirSelect Standard S
SDJ01EFM AirSelect Standard M
SDJ01EFL AirSelect Standard L
SDJ01EFXL AirSelect Standard XL
SDJ01ESXS AirSelect Short XS
SDJ01ESS AirSelect Short S
SDJ01ESM AirSelect Short M
SDJ01ESL AirSelect Short L
SDJ01ESXL AirSelect Short XL

For more information or to place an order, please contact your Medline Representative 1-800-MEDLINE (1-800-633-5463) or visit www.medline.com

Individual results may vary. Neither DJO Global, Inc. nor any of its subsidiaries dispense medical advice. The contents of this AD do not constitute medical, legal, or any other type of professional advice. Contact your physician.
NEW anesthesia needles

The Medline Anesthesia team is excited to introduce eight new needles to complement our current line of spinal and epidural needles. These new additions will offer more variety in length and gauge of anesthesia procedural needles.

Medline anesthesia needles feature a slightly thinner wall to allow for faster cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) backflow, helping to enable a faster recall response time for clinicians. Our needles have been verified to meet or exceed industry standards.

In addition, Medline has a full line of dual capability ultrasound and stimulation needles. These needles help facilitate the localization of nerves using the method of your preference. Medline’s ultrasound and stimulation insulated needles feature innovative beveled corner reflectors that can be dimmed or brightened by rotation to maximize visibility of the needle.

We understand the importance of having exactly what you need when you need it. Medline’s full line of anesthesia procedural needles has you covered.

For more information or to request samples, please contact your Medline ASC representative.
Sterile solutions for irrigation

For most of 2017 and into 2018, U.S. healthcare facilities have been impacted by supply disruptions to sterile solutions. Baxter, B Braun and Hospira had supply chains that were all affected and led to significant backordering.

This shortage impacts not only injectables such as saline, glucose and LRs, but also sterile water and normal saline for irrigation. A key difference between sterile solution for injection and sterile solution for irrigation is that injectable solution is considered a pharmaceutical, whereas irrigation solution is considered a medical device.

Medline’s full line of sterile solutions for irrigation in sizes 100ml, 250ml, 500ml, and 1000ml helped many facilities during the shortage and remains a viable cost effective choice. To date, our sterile solutions have been free of the backorders and shortages affecting the bulk of this market.

Medline sterile water and saline solutions are:

- Packaged in a sterile plastic bottle with an induction seal to ensure sterility and protect the contents of the bottle. The bottles can be warmed to temperatures up to 50°C (122°F) for up to 45 days, and they have a two-year expiration date.

Similar to variability in your case load, Medline can help your facility stay in front of the unpredictability facing the sterile solutions market with available product stocked nationwide and production capabilities that allow for reliable delivery, even in a pinch.

To learn more about Medline’s sterile solutions for irrigation, contact your Medline ASC sales representative or email asc@medline.com.

To date, our sterile solutions have been free of the backorders and shortages that have significantly affected this market.
MEANINGFUL CHANGE.

Perioperative Supply Management Consulting Services
Discovering ways to improve your supply processes is our mission. Since no two facilities are the same, our approach to understanding your process allows us to customize solutions that will effectively reengineer your routine supply management process. Giving clinicians more time to do what they do best which is care for the patient, not chase supplies.

PART ONE: Lean Assessment
We examine each step of your perioperative process utilizing Lean philosophies and provide ideas and opportunities for improvement.

PART TWO: Clinical Analysis
Experienced Perioperative Nurse Consultants use a data driven approach for a fresh perspective in analyzing the appropriate clinical supply optimization while incorporating best practice for improved clinical outcomes.

PART THREE: Logistical Analysis
Focusing on both your supply flow process and storage needs, we introduce the concept of inventory rationalization: having neither too much nor too little of any product as the ultimate goal.

PART FOUR: Financial Analysis
Our consultants provide a complete financial analysis detailing the cost per procedure from an overall cost impact perspective. Typical results include a 46% reduction in case pick time, a 40% reduction in number of items picked and a 47% reduction in setup time.*

For more information, contact your Medline ASC representative or call 1-800-MEDLINE (633-5463).
Yes, PPIs are possible in your packs

Redefining what preference means and how to achieve it

Getting physician preference items (PPIs) into your packs involves these key ingredients: communication, common ground and volume.

The challenge with PPI requests is that some facilities view preference items as costly and sometimes wasteful, explains Angela Carranza, clinical resource manager for the Medline Sterile Procedure Tray (SPT) division. But done right, PPIs can help streamline a surgery center’s rigorous supply budget and fold seamlessly into packs or more complete systems, such as Medline’s complete delivery system (CDS), which includes everything needed for every stage of the procedure.

“PPIs tend to scare off centers because they limit the scope of who can use an SPT or a CDS if they are too surgeon-specific,” Carranza says. Instead, Carranza has seen many facilities shift toward using a universal pack that aligns across more cases and minimizes pack management.

Building a universal pack

The idea of going universal is changing the landscape of physician preference. Rather than creating a surgeon-specific pack, Carranza recommends building a universal pack by specialty and volume.

It all begins with a dialogue to understand the facility’s clinical practices. To open the discussion, Carranza employs her clinical expertise to gain an accurate understanding of the center’s utilization, preferences and high-volume surgeons.

Utilization. “I start with an open conversation about what they’re currently using and how it can be improved,” Carranza says. “There are times we receive pushback, such as, ‘Our packs are fine just the way they are,’ ‘I always just pull [the item] if we need it,’ or ‘If it’s expensive, we can wait.’”

To diffuse resistance and invite honest dialogue, Carranza collects first-hand knowledge from the nurses and surgical techs to find out which items are truly being utilized for a procedure. Questions that help to evaluate a

“If three surgeons are performing the same procedure at a center, but one surgeon is using different components than the others, we need to focus on the commonalities.”

– Angela Carranza, clinical resource manager for the Medline Sterile Procedure Tray (SPT) division
EFFICIENCY

process include:
• How many surgeons are utilizing this pack? Which one uses it the most?
• Talk me through your setup process. What extra items are you always pulling?
• If you could have the perfect pack, what would you put in it?

Based on these insights, Carranza can recommend the most efficient and cost-effective components that can serve the entire facility. “We really want supply flow improvements to help increase patient focus for the clinical team,” she says.

Preferences. Data are essential to streamline PPIs into packs. In addition to interviewing a center’s clinical team, Carranza requests preference cards.

“Preference cards give us great insight, but we know there are gaps,” she says. “I’m not sure there’s a preference card out there that covers 100 percent of what’s needed for a procedure, but it’s a good start. It’s important to balance preference card information with tribal knowledge from procedure experts.”

Preference cards can help you determine where it makes sense to create a pack with PPI. Look for consistencies in item usage among different surgeons or across specialty areas. Do you have enough surgeons in aggregate using a certain PPI for a procedure? Or, is there one high-volume surgeon who does a large number of cases with a PPI?

“We talk volume a lot — overall facility volume and if it will dictate doing a more surgeon-specific pack — but we’ve done a lot of specialty-specific packs, too,” Carranza explains.

Finding the right mix of products often comes down to finding commonality among multiple surgeons.

“If three surgeons are performing the same procedure at a center, but one surgeon is using different components than the others, we need to focus on the commonalities,” Carranza says. “For example, surgeon C uses the 10 mm trocar, while surgeons A and B use the 5 mm trocar. We need to evaluate surgeon C’s volume.”

It helps to ask questions such as, “How often is the surgeon performing this procedure?” and “Will the surgeon be using this PPI for another procedure where a pack specific to this PPI makes sense?”

“When we start reviewing the details of the clinical practice, we can identify when it makes sense to include the preference item,” Carranza says. “In other circumstances, we can help by leveraging our position as a global kitting manufacturer to provide alternatives.”

Getting buy-in
If a surgeon is reluctant to adopt a standardized or universal item, getting buy-in comes down to communication, Carranza says. It’s important to address the surgeon’s loyalty to a particular product or brand respectfully, regardless of the specific difference.

“Usually, it’s not the product,” she explains. “It’s the way the conversion is happening or the way a product is put into use. Leveraging our product specialist and clinical resources adds support that a center may need throughout a transition.”

What’s next for PPIs in surgery centers? As ASCs take on more complex procedures, Carranza says vendor partners must be ready to provide them with the protocols and products they need to perform at an optimal pace.

“It’s an exciting time,” Carranza says. “Outpatient facilities do so much more with less. They can be change leaders for surgical supplies and PPIs.”

Angela Carranza is a clinical resource manager in Medline’s Sterile Procedure Tray division. She applies her clinical background to match facilities with the most efficient and cost-effective products for their needs. When she is not meeting on-site with customers, she is busy on the main line of SPT, evaluating the compatibility of each and every component.
Performance you can depend on from the service you trust.

Medline offers market-leading Ethicon products in ligation, open mechanical, and endoscopic instruments.

Contact your dedicated Medline ASC rep at (800) MEDLINE or asc@medline.com
Managing physician PREFERENCES

Physician preference items, their impact on the supply chain, common pitfalls and best practices

Ambulatory surgical centers spend more money on drugs and medical supplies than on any other operating expense. Even employee salaries and wages, which come in at 21.6 percent of the median ASC budget, cost less, according to VMC Health’s Multi-Specialty ASC Intellimarker¹.

Physician preference items (PPI) account for a significant portion of medical supply spending, and they also create supply chain inefficiencies, unnecessarily driving up costs. As ASCs continually search for ways to streamline supply chain and control operational costs, improving PPI management offers a promising opportunity.

Managing the supply chain
Surgery supply costs vary widely due to surgery’s reliance on devices, ranging from surgical mesh to knee implants. Not only do ASCs hold significant device inventory, they generally stock PPIs that are often more expensive than standard alternatives.

To complicate matters, many ASCs acquire PPI from disparate sources. Either their distributor doesn’t support PPI management, or the ASC administrator assumes implementation will be too cumbersome and expensive. In some cases, the physicians themselves work directly with medical device companies, throwing another wrench into the management plan.

“Larger surgery centers may have some inventory in consignment,” says Medline Distribution President Bill Abrams. “Other inventory or facilities without consignment may be just-in-time deliveries direct from the manufacturer, and the rep is stopping by and servicing with trunk stock. The nature of existing supply chains is not consistent and has literally an infinite number of permutations and combinations.”

This inconsistency in supply ordering leads to

ASCs can streamline supply chain, control costs and possibly improve clinical outcomes by getting a handle on PPI. Communication — with both distributors and physicians — is key.
unnecessary expense. Nurses prepare items in anticipation of a procedure, but surgeons don’t use them. Products expire on the shelf. Admins inadvertently order duplicate devices. “Surgery centers buy high-cost products that have expiration,” says Medline Distribution’s Vice President of Vendor Relations Greg Hylton. “The odds of finding a stray expensive product in a drawer that’s obsolete or expired go up without managed PPI.”

Most physicians choose PPI due to perceived clinical outcome improvements. But do those choices improve outcomes?

A study by University HealthSystem Consortium analyzed cost and quality outcomes at 10 academic medical centers. One surgeon identified in the study regularly used a custom hip implant that cost more than Medicare reimbursement rates. The implant was also associated with longer hospital stays and higher readmission rates.2

ASCs can streamline supply chain, control costs and possibly improve clinical outcomes by getting a handle on PPI. Communication — with both distributors and physicians — is key.

Distributor partnerships and PPI

Although some full-line distributors previously didn’t service PPI, that’s less of an issue today. According to a 2017 Acute Care Market Survey conducted by Health Industry Distributors Association (HIDA), nearly half of all hospitals surveyed have explored purchasing PPI through their distributor, and about 90 percent of those organizations decided to move forward with those partnerships.3

“It’s a false choice in today’s world that you have to decide whether something is a standard med-surg item or whether it is a physician preference item,” says Abrams. “The only question for the manufacturer is, do they want to take advantage of a best-in-class supply chain to service the customer for their product?”

Certain categories of devices are already finding their way into the

ASC physicians have a vested interest in controlling PPI costs. Because many physicians are partners in the center, cost control and improved outcomes directly impact their practice.
Outpatient volume increased 33 percent from 2006 to 2013, according to Regent Surgical Health data. As hospitals continue to refer certain patients to ASCs for outpatient care, these facilities stand to benefit from value-based care. As volume increases, so do medical supply costs. Considering that physician preference items (PPIs) account for at least 40 percent of those supply costs, ASCs are taking a harder look at what physicians purchase. As part of that analysis, ASCs would do well to talk with their distributor about managing PPI inventory and distribution.

With more than 40 distribution centers across the country and a large vehicle fleet, using a company such as Medline for PPI could lead to big savings. Medline distributes and manufactures more than 550,000 med-surg products.

“If the customer worked with their ASC rep, there could be categories of PPI very likely that Medline already distributes, because we have such a broad portfolio,” says Medline Distribution’s vice president of vendor relations Greg Hylton. “In addition, Medline adds new relationships every day that get initiated by customer requests.”

Hylton suggests ASCs take a close look at what and where they’re spending on PPI. In many cases, they can move some of their PPI to their distributor.

“We suggest customers review their needs and determine if our supply chain would be preferable,” says Hylton. An ASC may use items previously considered PPI that are more standard now. “If a center wants to advance their use of supply chain for certain devices they’re already buying, no one has to recreate the wheel and do a lot of negotiating for a surgery center,” he says. “There are probably product-line extensions, endo-mechanicals and electrosurgery items they could buy from Medline or their local distributor.”

Bottom line: if you’re interested in lowering PPI spend, talk to your distributor. You might be surprised how he or she can help you.

Resources
supply chain, and ASCs should discuss them with their distributor, says Hylton. “These items could be brought through the channel to the center,” Hylton says. “There are other items that might not be in the supply chain yet that, with a thoughtful conversation, are just one negotiation away from working something out with that manufacturer.”

According to the HIDA survey, hospitals purchase just 19 percent of PPI through distributors. Of those that do, more than half plan to expand the volume of PPI purchased through distribution. Primary distributors present an open door to PPI management improvement.

**Facing physician opposition**
ASC physicians have a vested interest in controlling PPI costs. Because many physicians are partners in the center, cost control and improved outcomes directly impact their practice.

An article in *Becker’s ASC Review* reported that physicians respond to data about their individual performance. During regular meetings with individual physicians, ASCs should consider presenting data about their product/supply use and cost per procedure. The data not only opens their eyes to what they spend but also spurs conversation among physicians about devices used and cost impact. These conversations may also prompt friendly competition. If a
If a physician discovers his costs exceed that of his colleagues, he may work to shift those numbers to get ahead of his peers. Also, knowing that his PPIs influence supply chain savings, which affects other purchasing decisions, could inspire change.4

Financial incentives have also proven successful. In a 2016 study published in JAMA Surgery, a hospital gave physicians a goal to reduce costs by 5 percent. One group received scorecards detailing certain line items, while the second group received no information. The scorecard group reduced median supply costs by 6.5 percent, while the non-scorecard group’s costs rose 7.5 percent. Researchers concluded that improved supply cost awareness and a willingness to emulate high-performing peers influenced the results5.

Clinical outcomes
Clinical outcomes and cost are the two most important factors influencing PPI decisions, Premier Inc. reports.6 With the adoption of value-based care, administrators have more clinical outcomes data than ever before.

“The availability of sophisticated outcome data is far more within reach that it was five years ago,” says Abrams. “If a physician wants to know if a PPI choice is driving better outcomes, that can now be proven with data.” ASCs can analyze data to compare outcomes against devices. When data indicates a trend in positive or negative outcomes when using a particular product, ASCs can present that data to physicians when discussing PPI choice. Clinical outcomes not only influence provider reimbursement, they also affect drug and device pricing.

To further control costs, if a high-end PPI shows promising clinical outcomes, ASCs can consider a trial of a nonbranded PPI. Premier Inc.’s research showed more than 70 percent of clinicians and C-Suite personnel surveyed were willing to trial a nonbranded PPI.

Managing inventory
Regardless of whether an ASC uses PPI, efficient inventory management is crucial to controlling costs and improving productivity. Take a good look at your spend to determine if there are items with which a supply chain fit is preferred, then talk to your distributor.

“What fits in a med-surg distribution supply chain is decided on a case-by-case basis,” says Hylton. “The cost of the item should not be the barometer.”

Hylton says ASC administrators may assume that a clinically complex or expensive device wouldn’t fit in a med-surg distribution supply chain. Ask anyway.

“There are plenty of products that are perfectly capable of riding along,” says Hylton. “In the spirit of being open and collaborative with each other, if a facility sat down with their rep, it could find opportunities to expand.”

 Abrams says that when he has gone through this type of exercise with a customer, everybody involved is surprised by what they’re spending.

“Inventory often grows organically, without discipline,” he says. “When you bring discipline to the process, you have these ‘aha’ moments of, ‘I didn’t know we were buying this much of that product.’”

During this type of evaluation, an ASC may discover it is buying products in small quantities from several vendors. Consolidation leads to a more efficient buying process, and by letting one distributor handle the job of multiple vendors, an ASC gives the distributor the opportunity to negotiate for volume discounts. Doing so also lessens the chance of an expensive medical device expiring on the shelf.

“ASCs and hospitals have similar challenges,” says Hylton. “They don’t have the storage room to carry a lot of stock, and they look for distribution to be their safety buffer.”

As hospitals and ASCs alike focus on standardization in an effort to control costs — PPI included — they must also assess logistics. Communicate openly with physicians about device costs and outcomes so they can make informed decisions. Detailed conversations between the ASC and its distributor will help both parties determine the most efficient course of action in managing PPI.

RESOURCES
Matthew Stewart, materials manager, Physicians’ Surgical Care Center
Ambulatory surgery center supply costs can account for between 15 and 32.7 percent of net revenue, making supplies a significant line item in surgery centers’ budgets.1

Surgery center administrators and supply managers work to create an efficient, cost-effective supply ordering system to garner the items they need to provide quality patient care. But office staff members aren’t the only ones who have a say in surgery center supplies. Physicians may want specific items, and these requests are often made from a purely clinical standpoint, very often forgetting about the bottom line. Surgery centers have to find a delicate balance between maintaining physician relationships and controlling supply costs.

Physicians often have preferences for certain items, some of which are easy to satisfy and some of which take creative maneuvering. Medical devices are expensive, accounting for 6 percent, of $200 billion, of annual U.S. healthcare spending.2 As a result, preferences for certain implants can quickly drive up costs. Here’s how one multispecialty surgery center in Florida successfully manages its physician preference items.

Maintaining a balance
Physicians Surgical Care Center, a six-operating-room ASC in Winter Park, Florida, is a joint venture between Jewett Orthopaedic Clinic and management company Surgical Care Affiliates. The multispecialty center has an annual caseload of more than 9,000 procedures, the majority of them in orthopedics.

Twenty-five orthopedic surgeons and eight ENT surgeons perform cases at Physicians’ Surgical Care Center, where Matthew Stewart has worked for three years. He started as a surgical technician and today is the materials manager. In this role, Stewart fields physician preference requests and has learned to manage those requests while balancing physicians’ relationship with the center and the ever-important bottom line.

Addressing preferences
Many physicians at surgery centers also operate at larger hospitals and health systems, which have more resources available. Hospitals can access the latest implants and supplies without as much consideration for their overall supply costs. ASCs, on the other hand, work with much tighter margins.

“I handle this issue with ENT and orthopedics. Physicians want the latest and greatest equipment at their disposal,” says Stewart. “They are often used to having a specific item at one of the local hospitals, and they want to use that same item.”

Balancing requests and costs
Stewart understands the value of keeping physicians happy and has never said no to a physician preference item.

“I locate the item, set it up so we can bring it to the center, and try to do that in the quickest amount of time possible,” he says.

Yet Stewart understands the value of managing supply costs. Here’s how he has balanced that core goal with physician preference items.

Communication
Managing physician preference items comes down almost entirely to communication, says Stewart. “There has to be good communication between the person fielding the

(Physicians) are often used to having a specific item at one of the local hospitals, and they want to use that same item.”

– Matthew Stewart, materials manager, Physicians’ Surgical Care Center
requests and the physicians, and between the person fielding the requests and the supplier’s reps. As long as there is strong communication, there shouldn’t be a problem getting items and working together to get the cost as low as possible.“ Clear communication sets manageable expectations, allowing supply managers to understand what physicians want and physicians to understand what it takes to get a specific item. Reps know what the center needs and work to get it there at the right cost.

Compromise. Stewart has not turned away any physician preference item requests, but he has learned to compromise. If a requested item is too expensive, he researches acceptable alternatives, presents them to the physician and finds the middle ground. “I work with them to come to a compromise, if need be, on getting the best priced item to the center.”

Turning to reps
The reps that work with a surgery center can prove invaluable. This is has certainly been the case at Physicians’ Surgical Care Center, where Stewart has a strong working relationship with his Medline rep, Dustin Myers. When a physician comes to him with a request for a specific item, he calls Myers. “I know I can go to him, even if the item in question is made by a different company,” says Stewart. “I can bounce ideas off of him and find out if Medline has an alternative item at a better cost.”

Physician preference items are a central part of any surgery center supply manager’s responsibilities, but they don’t have to dread those requests. The right approach, driven by transparent communication and compromise, can put those supplies in physicians’ hands and keep the center running smoothly — effectively balancing the clinical and financial goals.

“There has to be good communication between the person fielding the requests and the physicians, and between the person fielding the requests and the supplier’s reps.”

– Matthew Stewart, materials manager, Physicians’ Surgical Care Center

SOURCES


Conversations surrounding physician preference items (PPIs) generally involve how to achieve cost efficiencies without affecting quality of care. Administrators and business managers often concentrate on standardization and savings, whereas physicians usually focus on clinical concerns. The challenge lies in striking a balance by choosing PPIs that meet both business and clinical objectives.

Involving your infection preventionist in the PPI selection process can help shift the conversation to a more balanced focus — choosing PPIs that deliver value as well as optimal patient outcomes.

According to the Association for Professionals in Infection Control and Epidemiology (APIC), an important role of the infection preventionist is to identify and implement infection prevention and control strategies based on specific topics. One of those topics is the use of patient care products and medical equipment, which include PPIs.

Here are two ways infection preventionists can influence PPI selection at your surgery center.

1. **Collecting actionable data.** Similar to physicians, infection preventionists are highly analytical, basing their decisions on hard data. They carefully record and monitor infection rates at a facility, looking for causes and ways to bring incidence down. If a particular PPI is a contributing factor in patient infections, and corresponding data are available, physicians will be more confident in switching to a different manufacturer.

2. **Sharing insights for continuous improvement.** In addition to tracking the latest trends, research and news in infection control and prevention, infection preventionists stay well informed of emerging topics through peer-reviewed articles and active membership in professional organizations, such as:
   - Association for Professionals in Infection Control and Epidemiology (APIC), at the national and regional levels
   - Society for Healthcare Epidemiology of America (SHEA)
   - Infectious Diseases Society of America (IDSA)
   - Association of periOperative Registered Nurses (AORN)

If an infection preventionist hears news about a plate or screw that’s related to infections, for example, she can proactively recommend safer product alternatives.

When you’re evaluating PPIs with your physicians, it’s important to include your infection preventionist in the conversation. Their input can be invaluable in driving change, and it will help you make the case for choosing products to deliver the best patient outcomes.
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Trends in PPIs

From the most popular devices to common cost concerns, here’s how physician preference items (PPIs) play a role in the outpatient setting.

POPULAR OUTPATIENT PPIs
Common devices include stents, pacemakers, defibrillators, and spinal and orthopedic implants.

Some of the high-volume outpatient procedures that require the use of PPIs include:
- Hip/knee replacement procedures
- Cardiac pacemaker implants
- Spinal fusions and other spinal procedures
- Cardiac defibrillator implants
- Back and neck procedures
- Stent placements
- Cervical spinal fusions.

KNEE AND HIP IMPLANTS
Knee and hip arthroplasty surgeries equate to nearly 24% of OR procedures utilizing PPIs in the form implants.

FACTORS AFFECTING PHYSICIAN PREFERENCE INDUSTRY
studies suggest that decisions about PPIs are driven by these areas:
- Product technology
- Longevity
- Instrumentation
- Ease of use
- Product innovation
- Manufacturer reputation
- Service considerations
- Sales representatives
- Training programs
- Existing relationships with other surgeons in the practice.

In a recent online survey of 13,000 healthcare leaders, OVER 70 PERCENT said they would trial a non-branded PPI if the clinical outcomes were similar or better than those they use traditionally.

COST CONSIDERATIONS
- In most orthopedic and/or cardiac-related surgeries, a single PPI can account for 40-80 percent of the total procedure cost.
- A lack of standardized items creates more work and greater room for error for both materials managers and inventory management systems, equating to an estimated $5 billion per year wasted on surplus product.
- It is much more difficult for facilities to get wholesale rates if each physician requires specialized tools. Lower ordering volume equals higher cost.

A survey of hip and knee surgeons identified four main reasons for changing implant brands:
1. Quality (clinical results)
2. Cost
3. Improved material technology
4. Ease of use
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Outpatient total joint replacements

Why more cases are moving out of hospitals, and what the trend means for ASCs

Every day, more joint-replacement patients are receiving new knees, shoulders and hips at outpatient surgery centers — and that number is growing rapidly. The opportunities for ASCs and patients requiring these procedures are tremendous.

“We started total joints last December,” says Sandra Berreth, administrator at Sansum Clinic Foothill Surgery Center in Santa Barbara, California. “We’re performing the same procedures as hospitals, but for significantly less cost on average. That’s a good chunk of change for patients paying 10 to 20 percent as part of their deductible and copays.”

**Why the surge in outpatient total joint replacements?**

More than 200 ASCs now offer total joint replacements (TJRs), up from just 25 in 2014.1 Meanwhile, an Sg2 report estimates that 51 percent of TJRs will be performed at outpatient facilities by 2026 (a 77 percent increase from 2016).

There are several factors driving the growth of outpatient TJRs, particularly at ASCs. There’s the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ (CMS) recent removal of TKRs from its Medicare inpatient-only list and its potential impact on future ASC reimbursement. There are the demographics: Otherwise healthy and well-informed Boomers and Gen Xers are willingly taking advantage of advanced surgical techniques, implants and the personal care afforded by today’s ASCs. There’s also the increase in hospital-ASC joint ventures, which is giving hospitals a way to hold on to some TJR revenue and expand patient services.2

“We’re seeing great value in hospital partnerships,” says Ken Rosenquest, COO of Constitution Surgery Alliance, an Avon, Connecticut-based independent owner-operator of 16 outpatient surgery centers that aims to perform more than 200 hip, shoulder and knee replacements this year. “There’s a large cohort of physically fit patients in need of joint replacements who are increasingly asking physicians to perform their procedures in ASCs.”

Advances in clinical approaches, pain control and recovery are also allowing more TJR patients to avoid long hospital stays, explains Matt Kilton, associate principal with ECG Management Consultants Inc., a Seattle-based healthcare consulting firm. This makes partnerships a “fantastic opportunity” for ASCs and hospitals that have owner-investor physician groups expressing an interest and willingness to pursue joint ventures, he says.

“The hospital will always have its traditional inpatient model, and it also will benefit from having a low-cost, outpatient total joint option,” Kilton notes.

Standalone centers, too, are benefitting from TJR opportunities. A relative newcomer to TJRs, Sansum Clinic Foothill Surgery Center performs TKRs (non-Medicare), shoulder joint replacements and...
most joint arthroscopy "as applicable to the patient," Berreth says.

Advantages in patient care
While Berreth says hospitals and ASCs both strive to provide the best care possible for patients, she notes that ASCs have certain advantages because of their smaller size and how they function.

“It’s common for an ASC nurse to be with the patient from admission through post-op, enabling an assessment of patient characteristics such as anxiety levels and comprehension, which may factor into post-op pain management and rehab recommendations,” she says.

Recent studies have found outpatient surgery centers to be more efficient than traditional hospitals, as well. For example, smaller ASCs with central supply departments to manage instruments and equipment can turn over operating rooms (ORs) in 20 minutes on average — versus 45 minutes for a hospital, Berreth says.

Additionally, hospital patients may be admitted on one floor or at one end of the hospital and then transported on a gurney to the OR on a different floor or opposite end of the facility. Whereas, "ASC patients often ambulate from the pre-op area into the nearby OR by themselves, and they are permitted to wear their underwear, and even shorts, under their hospital gown," Berreth says. "That goes a long way in terms of making the patient feel less vulnerable."

Working with payers
Kilton notes that payers are becoming more open to having a conversation about performing total joint replacements in outpatient surgery centers, though challenges remain. For example, payers must consider how local healthcare systems with economic influence will be impacted by the changing TJR model. "This is where a health system-ASC joint venture may lend value to all parties," he says.

ASCs that do their due diligence and engage payers early on in the process, ideally before starting down the path of performing TJRs, may find certain payers willing to negotiate, Kilton adds.

Rosenquest says, “Our message about the value and capabilities of ASCs hasn’t yet resonated with payers. “But in the context of an ASC-hospital system negotiation, where hospitals are engaging with their physicians to create meaningful joint ventures, we’ve been able to discuss the migration of low-risk TJRs to an outpatient setting and negotiate winning value propositions for the ASCs, payers, physicians and patients.”

If all trends continue, ASCs will play an ever-greater role in the advancement of efficient, same-day TJRs for years to come.

“ASCs will continue being the providers most in tune with advancing techniques and procedures so that patients may recover in the comfort of their homes,” Rosenquest says. "As someone who is increasingly feeling the effects of time and stiffening joints, I’m relieved to think that, one day, I’ll have a same-day surgery center as an option.”
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“We’re performing the same procedures as hospitals, but for significantly less cost on average. That’s a good chunk of change for patients paying 10 to 20 percent as part of their deductible and copays.”

– Sandra Berreth, administrator, Sansum Clinic Foothill Surgery Center

“The hospital will always have its traditional inpatient model, and it also will benefit from having a low-cost, outpatient total joint option.”

– Matt Kilton, associate principal, Seattle-based ECG Management Consultants Inc.
Physician preference items (PPIs), those often high-cost, high-risk supplies used in medical procedures at the discretion of the physician, are frequently at the center of discord among medical and administrative staff. While intended as a way to ensure physicians use the most suitable product for the procedure, PPIs may be more expensive than alternatives with the same clinical effectiveness.

Various reports estimate that PPIs constitute anywhere between 40 and 60 percent of a facility’s total supply costs. The Association for Healthcare Resource & Materials Management predicts that supply costs will exceed labor as hospitals’ greatest expense by 2020.

If how much a facility spends on surgical supplies depends so heavily on physician preferences, why is it so difficult for some physicians (even those who have financial ownership) to convert to standardized supplies and supporting protocols? As a longtime chief nursing officer at a large health system, I’ve accumulated some valuable insight through the school of head-butting. Additionally, I’ve gleaned reflection on the “why” of physician behavior by taking a step back and looking at the situation from the physician’s viewpoint.

A fear of the unknown
Though some physicians won’t admit it, most are fearful of change. If we look at behavior from our own lives, we’re often hesitant about change that we perceive as only negative.

Motivational speaker Zig Ziglar described FEAR as “fabricated evidence that appears real.” When someone is looking at change through the lens of fear, it is very real and it is difficult to reason with them.

Physicians want to remain in control of their own worlds. So, their reasoning often goes like this: “I know exactly what I need to do when I’m treating a patient. I don’t want to make an error, and I know I won’t make one when I do it the way I know how.”

Surgical gloves are among the most contentious products to standardize. Why? They’re a surgeon’s primary...
tool. Gloves are like an extension of the hands. When wearing their preferred pair, surgeons know exactly how their hands respond, feel, touch and maneuver. Changing them introduces the fear of the unknown.

What’s the solution? The first step is to recognize that we have the same goal: to provide the highest level of care possible in the most cost-effective manner. Then, how do we get there?

Five helpful strategies to standardize PPIs

1. **Approach the situation from a more human perspective.** Understand the motivation behind why a physician prefers a certain product or device. You can’t just start the conversation with “the facility can save 10 percent of the cost if you switch products.” Cost is not always a motivator, even for physician owners. They are interested in the performance and efficacy of the product and if it will deliver the quality and outcomes they want.

2. **Enlist allies when approaching physicians.** In a surgery center, an executive committee should consist of clinical peers and administrators who have shared goals of patient safety, cost containment and quality. The most important ally for conversations on supply conversions is another peer who is able to articulate knowledge and understanding of the need for the change. This party can lend clinical credibility to administration-led efforts to reduce practice variation and cost.

3. **Introduce compelling usage and cost data.** Data can be a valuable asset in helping providers to understand the need to change practice patterns. Showing them their volumes, costs and outcomes, especially when compared to their peers, can help you make a convincing case for standardization.

4. **Trial the product.** Before introducing a product into an actual procedure, let the physicians “take it for a test drive.” Referring back to the surgical glove example, let the physicians wear the gloves and simulate the movements and activities they’d perform in a surgery. Simulation labs are great places to test out new products that might require changes in workflow and practice.

5. **Establish a mitigation process.** No matter how much planning, effort and time you put into standardizing products or processes, it is highly likely that the transition will not be seamless. Establishing mitigation strategies ahead of physician conversions will help stem erosion of trust in the product.

Standardizing physician preference items isn’t always a smooth undertaking. Many times, unconscious bias and fear of harm contribute to physicians’ unwillingness to adapt to a change in PPI.

Cost awareness is only one component of any successful strategy to rein in supply costs. Clinical effectiveness is equally important. Additionally, it’s critical to introduce human factors into the solution by understanding how the product performs when putting the application into practice.
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